
The information provided herein does not necessarily represent that your home will be constructed by Megatel Homes, Inc. Megatel Homes, Inc. is a part of a group of homebuilders that operate under
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Elevation A

Elevation B

Elevation C



2 CAR
GARAGE

8'-0" CLG
20'-1" X 20'-2"

UTILITY
9'-0" CLG

BEDROOM 2
9'-0" CLG

12'-1" X 10'-7"

BEDROOM 3
9'-0" CLG

12'-1" X 10'-7"

PORCH
10'-0" CLG

BATH 2
9'-0" CLG

FOYER
9'-0" CLG

FLEX ROOM
9'-0" CLG

11'-11" X 10'-7"

KITCHEN
9'-0" CLG

19'-11" X 12'-0"

MUD
9'-0" CLG

DINING
9'-0" CLG

18'-0" X 10'-2"

FAMILY
ROOM

9'-0" CLG
18'-0" X 14'-2"

MASTER
BEDROOM

9'-0" CLG
18'-1" X 14'-2"

MASTER
BATH
9'-0" CLG

W.I.C.
9'-0" CLG

BEDROOM 4
9'-0" CLG

12'-1" X 10'-7"

MUD
9'-0" CLG

UTILITY
9'-0" CLG
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* Opt. Bedroom 4

1st Floor Plan

Base Plan........................................ 2174 sf

* Opt. Utility Cabinet

* Opt. Mud Cubbies
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